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Scaling Up Evidence-Based Public Health Training

Carol A. Brownson, MSPH1,2; Peg Allen, PhD, MPH1; Samuel C. Yang, MPH1; Kathryn Bass, BA5; Ross C. Brownson, PhD5,3

Introduction

Evidence-based public health (EBPH) has been defined as “the process of integrating science-based interventions with community preferences to improve the health of populations” (1). It involves many elements, including making decisions based on the latest scientific evidence on intervention effectiveness; using data and information systems systematically; applying program planning frameworks; engaging the community and a range of stakeholders in assessment and decision making; conducting quantitative and qualitative evaluation; and disseminating what is learned to decision makers (2–7). These skills are critical to effective practice and to meeting Public Health Competencies, Public Health Accreditation Board Standards for EBPH, and workforce development goals (8–10). To recognize and deliver EBPH, public health agencies need sufficient capacity (ie, the availability of resources and structures, and a prepared workforce) (5,11).

Training in EBPH improves the knowledge and skills of public health practitioners (5), and access to adequate training is a fundamental condition for making EBPH a reality in public health practice (12). Although there is a need for greater capacity in EBPH, training opportunities are often limited in number and reach. A focus on scaling up effective training programs (ie, expanding the reach to more people and places) is likely to 1) increase the impact of EBPH training (13,14); 2) result in a sufficient number (a “critical mass”) of practitioners trained to apply and sustain evidence-based practice, which in turn promotes the culture (values and beliefs) for EBPH practice (15–17); and 3) support effective approaches in EBPH training that can be adapted for different settings or populations (5).

Over the past 15 years, at least 20 evaluations of EBPH training courses have been published (5). Most of these programs are delivered in person, an effective yet resource-intensive method of training that has limited reach. In an effort to scale up training, some courses are offered in states in a train-the-trainer model (13,14), after which those states are expected to replicate the training for their coworkers and partners.
The advent of new learning technologies (eg, accessible video-conferencing platforms, podcasting, and social networking tools) creates new opportunities for distance learning and blended (digital plus instructor–student contact) formats. Demand also increases as technology-savvy workers face time and travel constraints. Blended learning opportunities have been increasingly applied in varied fields, including health and medicine (18–22), and it is reasonable to assume that trend will continue (23).

We describe alternative mechanisms (distance and blended formats) that states employed for replicating the EBPH training course, partners with whom they collaborated, local adaptations to the core content, and success factors and barriers to course replication. We seek to inform scale-up efforts of EBPH and other public health trainings.

Gathering Information

We identified sites that had participated in train-the-trainer EBPH courses and had subsequently replicated the training. Sites included state health departments, state or regional public health training centers, and schools of public health. The sites were in 8 different states and reached state and local public health practitioners in 17 states. Invited site representatives included chronic disease practitioners, workforce development staff, school of public health faculty, and training center staff.

All sites had been provided technical assistance, and 6 of the 8 were part of a research project and received financial support for course replication. The other 2 sites had financial and in-kind support from other sources. Sites replicated the EBPH course at varying intervals from 2015 through 2017 and planned to continue offering courses in the future. Course intervals included biannual or annual delivery, several times a year, or open online availability. Evaluation included self-report pre–post surveys and key informant interviews.

In August and September of 2017, we conducted structured 30- to 60-minute telephone interviews with 13 training coordinators from 8 states. We identified state health department staff and university staff and faculty who were, or had been, responsible for planning and ensuring delivery of the EBPH course replication. Two people were interviewed from several sites to learn perspectives of both past and current course organizers or to learn perspectives from partnering course cosponsors. The structured interviews asked training coordinators to describe course delivery formats and experiences, facilitators and barriers to replication, advantages and disadvantages of distance learning versus face-to-face formats, and advice for others interested in providing EBPH trainings. Two team members coded each interview transcript, and the project team summarized coded texts and identified themes (18–20).

What We Learned

Alternative course formats

EBPH course replications by the 8 interviewed sites evolved from the original face-to-face course (typically 3.5 consecutive days) into various delivery formats. They were 1) distance on-demand course in one site, with all modules archived and available online; 2) blended distance course in one site with 9 archived online modules and weekly live web-based learning sessions over a 9-week period; 3) blended courses (distance combined with in-person) in 2 sites, with introductory content on select modules delivered remotely before the face-to-face session delivered in 2 to 2.5 consecutive days; and 4) fully face-to-face courses in 5 sites ranging from 2 to 5 days (Figure). The in-person courses were typically delivered on consecutive days, but one site held 3- to 4-day courses over 3 to 4 weeks, and another did 5 half days. One of the 8 sites delivered both blended and in-person courses in 2016 and 2017. Two sites that offered blended courses had also previously experimented with videoconferencing with participants in multiple physical locations over consecutive days.

Figure. Evidence-based course alternative delivery formats.
Pros and cons

Training coordinators reported advantages and disadvantages of different formats they tried. In-person courses offered opportunities to work with and learn from others, gave access to experts, and provided a forum for focused attention. Drawbacks included potential for information overload, time away from work, and travel costs. At the other end of the spectrum, distance-only courses had the reported advantages of further reach, self-paced learning (flexibility), cost savings, economy of scale, and having time between sessions to reflect and apply course content. Disadvantages mentioned included the loss of interaction with colleagues and working in isolation. The pros and cons of blended courses varied depending on the format; they shared some of the advantages and disadvantages of in-person and distance courses.

Collaborators

States were encouraged to work with partners to replicate the course. The main collaborations EBPH training coordinators described were those between state health departments and university-based public health training centers. In 2 of the 4 states in which state or regional public health training centers led or co-led EBPH course delivery, training coordinators described the collaboration as co-planning course delivery and co-modifying course content. Most viewed state health departments as the main promoters and marketers of the course, as well as the main funders of the follow-up work to integrate EBPH processes into state and local health department practice. In several sites, directors of local health departments communicated local public health priorities and relevant topics to EBPH course organizers, who then used the information to tailor module data, examples, and exercises. State schools of public health provided content expertise and trainers, and in one state the school was the lead agency for the courses. Area health education centers (AHECs) collaborated in 2 states. In one state, AHECs provided continuing education credits for several disciplines of course attendees. In a second state, AHECs marketed courses, registered participants, and identified venues. Collaborations between entities often took the form of one or multiple designated staff members who held positions in both organizations, served as go-betweens, or sat on a shared workgroup or planning committee. Multiple training coordinators emphasized the importance of having a “point person” who could communicate across organizational lines and coordinate collaborations.

Course content adaptations

States were encouraged to tailor the course to align with state or local priorities and initiatives and with the needs of their audiences. The most common content adaptation reported was using state and local examples to illustrate key points throughout the course. Many trainers also used state or local data to develop locally applicable exercises for the small-group work. Three sites developed a single case study for use throughout the entire course. Many training coordinators mentioned modifications to individual modules, such as simplifying the module on economic evaluation and using different databases in the module on quantifying the issue. Some added worksheets for the hands-on exercises and tip sheets for application. One site supplemented the course with additional content on adapting evidence-based approaches and assessing program sustainability. Another site added a list of suggestions on how to apply EBPH processes in local public health practice settings.

Success factors

A key line of inquiry in the interviews concerned ingredients for success. The Table groups the facilitators into themes and provides quotes from training coordinators. Critical success factors were identified across the life cycle of the training course, beginning with the initial training. Training coordinators talked about the importance of mentorship, flexible core materials that could be locally tailored, and financial support for start-up costs. As coordinators took on responsibility for course replication, success factors included having committed and competent coordinators and trainers, organizational incentives, leadership support, funding, internal and external collaborators, infrastructure to support training, and models from which to learn.

Barriers

The primary barriers to course replication reported by training coordinators fell into 3 broad categories: insufficient staff or trainer capacity; time constraints for organizers, trainers, and participants; and lack of sustained funding. Issues mentioned less frequently included lack of leadership buy-in; technology challenges for online sessions; difficulty matching content to meet differing needs of participants; insufficient follow-up to ensure application; scheduling challenges; and unclear communication among partners.

Challenges related to capacity included staff and trainer turnover, lack of designated staff time for replication, and finding qualified and willing trainers. Coordinators reported that staff turnover resulted in a loss of internal capacity for evidence-based practice and loss of EBPH trainers. It also affected the organizational capacity for hosting courses. Without a designated point person or dedicated staff time for replication, organizing courses proved inefficient and unsustainable. Finding available trainers with needed expertise and public health experience was also a challenge for some sites. Issues included lack of availability, difficulty with scheduling, and lack of incentives. This challenge was further heightened
when experienced trainers left their positions. Quality trainers were considered especially valuable because subject matter experts were not always synonymous with good trainers.

Closely related to capacity challenges were time constraints. For organizers at the state level, workload was an issue. Tasks for course replication range from recruiting, scheduling, and coordinating trainers to recruiting and enrolling participants to managing the logistics of course delivery. Planning and organizing EBPH courses was often a new responsibility; if not formally assigned to a person or work unit, the task of organizing courses fell to staff members with already full workloads. Trainers from the work unit also found themselves with the added task of preparing for and teaching course modules, often as an uncompensated responsibility. For participants with busy work schedules, getting away for training was reported as a challenge, especially if it involved travel or leaving an office understaffed. For trainers based in academia, training the public health workforce was sometimes outside their expected roles, resulting in a lack of incentive to spend the time and effort.

Lack of sufficient and stable funding for EBPH training also undermined course delivery. Without financial support, committed staff found it difficult to make time for an unfunded program and sometimes had to abandon EBPH training in favor of their funded projects. If funding was insufficient or uncertain, patching together enough to fully fund a course was often a task unto itself.

Advice for Replicating and Sustaining EBPH Training

Six critical success factors for replicating and sustaining EBPH training emerged:

1. Garner leadership and practitioner support for ongoing EBPH training. Suggestions included “walking the talk,” linking content to public health essentials, and building future training into the budget.
2. Sustain a large pool of skilled trainers.
3. Tailor the course to meet the learning needs of the intended audience.
4. Dedicate personnel time for course coordination.
5. Provide support for EBPH integration.
6. Consider web-based learning formats, which have the advantage of subdividing content into smaller units.

Specific to sustaining EBPH training, coordinators added these suggestions: maintain strong partnerships between the state health department and public health training centers, have a large cadre of experienced trainers from both academic and practice settings, and seek funding to continue the course.

Summary and Implications for Practice

We now know a great deal about the importance of EBPH (the “why”) and effective training approaches (the “what”), but we know much less about replication and scale-up (the “how”). This article adds practice-based evidence to what we know about scaling up and sustaining EBPH training. Many training coordinators reported that EBPH training also served as the foundation and catalyst for additional training and technical assistance, thereby further increasing workforce capacity.

We found that the EBPH course is amenable to different formats, all of which have advantages and disadvantages for both organizers and participants (2,24–27). Course organizers in our project reported moving to blended courses to address concerns about information overload, time away from work, and costs of training; their desire to reach broader audiences and people in remote locations led to development of distance courses.

The success factors and barriers identified in this project are also instructive; they point to a need in public health to expand our commitment to workforce development in tangible ways. Identifying and cultivating public health “change agents” (people who are perceived as experts yet share common characteristics and goals with trainees) to become trainers or facilitators is one approach (28). Developing a range of administrative evidence-based practices (ie, leadership, organizational climate and culture, partnerships, workforce development, and financial processes) will enhance the likelihood of application and sustainability of evidence-based practices by individuals (16). At the same time, we also need to address the longstanding challenges of insufficient funding for workforce development and insufficient staff or trainer capacity to support EBPH and other public health training (29).

Another challenge is the wide range of experience and educational backgrounds among public health workers (30,31). Further study is needed on tailoring training content and modalities for practitioners with varied skills and education (32). While we continue to expand delivery formats for EBPH training, we need continued evaluation to more fully understand how various formats affect participants’ learning and application of evidence-based practices and to determine whether the modified formats improve sustainability of the training.

Although sustaining EBPH training has challenges, coordinators we interviewed demonstrated that health departments and their partners have found ways to continue training their workforce.
Our findings can guide other states that are committed to building and sustaining capacity for EBPH practice. Lessons learned may also apply more generally to other workforce development training efforts.
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Table

Table. Facilitators for Successful Course Replication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Description and Illustrative Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training, mentoring, and support</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training coordinators indicated that having a core curriculum to work from, an initial train-the-trainer training, seed funding, and continued contact with the training team were all facilitators.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original course material</td>
<td>&quot;The core materials are so rich and great that I feel like it's made it easy for us to be able to replicate it and to implement it on an ongoing basis throughout the region.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial train-the-trainer training</td>
<td>&quot;Getting started, I would say that the train-the-trainer approach with having [PRC-StL] come over and actually hold the course in our state, with us and for us, was probably what got us off the ground.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to PRC training team for technical assistance</td>
<td>&quot;[PRC-StL] was just so available if we had any questions, and that was a huge benefit.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom to adapt the course</td>
<td>&quot;Having someone to hand you their curriculum and say, we've taken it, we've adapted it, here, now you use this for where you're from and make it what you need it to be, is almost unheard of.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up funding</td>
<td>&quot;The seed funds for that was icing on the cake. Probably the seed funds is probably what assured that we were able to do it.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committed course replication team</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training coordinators emphasized the importance of having a good course replication team, which consisted of having staff capacity (sometimes in the form of new hires), a growing pool of experienced trainers, and a point person for course planning and delivery.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff capacity</td>
<td>&quot;That was always a team effort, completely committed to working together on this. And that has absolutely continued.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Trainer capacity                           | "I do think one of the key things for us in the future is just the number of individuals that have been trained that have the skills now to be able to offer it. If we were a new state that just had one training, it'd be a lot more difficult to replicate it for the first time, I feel, but since we've had a number of trainings already in our state I feel that the capacity around the trained individuals that can offer the course is very beneficial."

  "I would say that having both folks who are actively in practice right now or maybe they're now in the academic setting but previously were at a state or local health department has been really helpful. That we've gotten good feedback from participants that they felt like they could relate to the people that they were asking the questions of, that they had a good sense of the on-the-ground experience, if you will." |
| Point person                               | "I think the biggest thing for me . . . is having [Organizer] coordinate the logistics, someone right here in our office . . . it’s having a point person who is familiar with the landscape of both academia and practice and has good connectivity with both. That's been key." |
| **Organizational-level facilitators**       |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
| Training coordinators discussed internal factors that facilitated course replication. This often involved connecting the course to statewide EBPH efforts and accreditation processes, partnering with other health department divisions, using data and assessments to demonstrate or anticipate demand, and having alumni that would spread awareness and demand for the training. |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
| Demand                                     | "We did a workforce assessment . . . and basic public health knowledge, that came up as one of our top training needs . . . there was a proven need for that. Many people were hungry to learn more about it . . . Having any data that you can provide to leadership to show that there's a need for it I think is key."

  "Having the need for the training — and not just because it's general and good public health practice but because there's a requirement from the state [to work on evidence-based strategies] — has . . . sustained the market." |
| Accreditation requirements                  | "So, being able to position the course as one of the avenues for training that would be considered part of the public health accreditation process was really helpful in further engaging local public health departments across the state." |
| Internal collaboration                      | "[The workforce development] group is made up of individuals from all of our divisions . . . so that's very helpful in . . . disseminating information and also for bringing information as needs and requests back to the table for the department to attend to . . . They're used to doing trainings, and it's just a good way to build on those systems within departments instead of having that training be held by one particular division." |
| Alumni support                             | "There was the interest of participants, people that wanted to take the course. They heard from colleagues that, ‘Oh, it's great, I learned so much’ and on and on. We had champions for the course in the state, in the state health department, but also beyond." |
| Commitment to application                   | "So, a sustained commitment from the state, sustained commitment from the [training center], and now it's part of our language in [the state], evidence-based public health decision making, It's just part of our language and how we do our work."

  "[We wrote] the evidence-based public health course [into the requests for applications] as one of the trainings that people would go through. So, there's that kind of commitment and then the weaving it into funding opportunities." |

Abbreviations: PRC, prevention research center; PRC-StL, Prevention Research Center in St. Louis.
Table. Facilitators for Successful Course Replication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Description and Illustrative Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Training coordinators emphasized the importance of leadership that would support the program, increase demand, and commit to its delivery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I also was very fortunate to have strong support from the health officer, the state health officer. . . . They've been able to see the value of that. . . . It really, really helps when [the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials is] also promoting that kind of activity for public health staff, because it gets their attention and then they've got staff within their own health agency coming in saying, we need to do this.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>Training coordinators mentioned funding as both a facilitator and an ongoing challenge, noting that extra funds were useful for keeping costs to participants low and sometimes allowing for additional capacity building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“We've incorporated this whole training approach into [a workforce development center] that has been funded out of [a school of public health]. . . . It's a funder who's funding both the training and also funding communities or health departments . . . to do the work. And that's the ideal model, where you have that linkage.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnership</td>
<td>Training coordinators identified partnerships as a facilitator in providing everything from logistical support to meeting space to trainers and participants. Partners included regional public health training centers, universities, other health departments, and other bureaus within the state health department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I think another factor that really enabled us to continue was the ongoing partnership with the university. . . . We actually put in place a contract. . . . We bought the time of an epidemiologist, a medical epidemiologist, to augment our work in the state health department.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>The course was easier to replicate for training centers that have established teams, expertise, technology platforms, and a long-term commitment to providing trainings; organizations with experience have increased capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Economy of scale is the big piece of it. . . . It’s probably easier for us [a public health training center] to offer this on an ongoing basis . . . being able to offer it multiple times [a year].”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model programs</td>
<td>Learning from others was identified as a means to improve course facilitation and be more sustainable in providing and replicating the course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I would first look at other models of how to do it as a way to use the limited resources that we all have.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: PRC, prevention research center; PRC-StL, Prevention Research Center in St. Louis.